EarthAware™ Films

EarthAware Recycled EZ-Tear™ AirPouch® Bubbles and Tubes on Demand (RGT)
Recycled AirPouch® FastWrap™ cushioning bubbles and
tubes are manufactured with at least 95% pre-consumer
recycled content. These cushioning bubbles and tubes are
designed to provide an environmentally responsible way to
protect your products, while providing a cost-effective
alternative to other sustainable products when color
consistency is a secondary performance requirement.
Recycled material is fully opaque and delivers good
durability.
AirPouch recycled bubbles and tubes are part of the EarthAware™ family of films, which
provides environmentally friendly packaging solutions that reduce landfill waste. Like all
polyethylene materials, EarthAware bubbles and tubes can be repeatedly recycled.

MIL
1.54

RGT

AirPouch FastWrap cushioning bubbles feature our patent-pending, channel-filled
honeycomb design, which allows multi-directional wrapping and improved product
protection. FastWrap block-and-brace tubes feature our exclusive EZ-Tear™ Perforations
between each tube, making the tubes easier to separate and reducing material waste.
FastWrap bubbles and tubes are boxed to reduce changeover rate and allow for increased
run time. The convenient, boxed material is easy to handle and dramatically reduces the
storage requirements found with paper, foam or bundle bubble materials. One box of
material produces the equivalent of 5.5 rolls of inflated bubble, while one box of tube
material produces the equivalent of 4.6 rolls of pre-inflated tube.

User Benefits
• Industry leading 95% pre-consumer recycled content*
• Infinitely recyclable
• Patent-pending honeycomb bubble pattern is channeled, allowing multi-directional
wrapping and improved product protection
• FastWrap™ tubes feature our exclusive EZ-Tear™ Perforations to greatly improve
efficiency and reduce material waste
• Convenient, fan-folded, boxed material saves valuable warehouse space
• Superior air retention

Technical Specifications
Available Sizes: 12” bubble width inflated, perforated every 10”; 14” tube width inflated,
perforated between each tube
Available Mil Thicknesses: 1.54 mil
Unit of Measure: 1,750 linear feet of material per box; 32 boxes per pallet
Performance Data:
Haze (with standard green tint)
Puncture Resistance (Dart)

4

U/M
%
grams

1.54 mil
54.4
191

ASTM
D-1003
D-1709

Above chart reflects nominal test values. Actual results may fluctuate due to inherent process
variation. Certain minimum purchase volumes may apply. *Recycled film is made with pre-consumer recycled
bag material.
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